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APPENDIX 9
HISTORICAL AND OUR AGRICULTURAL USE OF THE PROPERTY

As a preliminary matter the Petition is only relevant to the factual

situation that existed in 1969.  None-the-less the Commissioners

comments and questions during the LUC's Hearing for the Petition

DR21-72 (the "Petition") strayed into irrelevant topics such as our current

use of the Property for agriculture and many other unrelated topics as

well.

 When the Petitioners ("We") purchased the Property it was comprised

of 3 lots. The vendor's listing was for a block sale of all three lots.  We

believed that the Property's 4.6 acres would give us a meaningful

retirement purpose (farming woody orchard species) which We believed

would  also add to our retirement income.  We recognized that the

Property had been in cane production until 1992.  We were aware that

the State's Governor was pressing the State's administrative authorities

to facilitate expansion of the agricultural industry on the Island so We

reasoned that formally allowed agricultural use would be easily achieved.

Petitioner Church was very familiar with farm life.  He was born on a farm

where he supported the work load of the agricultural farming activities

until the age of 18.  Thereafter Church's entire professional career

evolved around agricultural related careers - 2 clerk positions, one in feed

sales and another in fertilizer sales, a Co-op farm supply manager, a

livestock equipment sales person and finally a livestock equipment

manufacturing business.
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After purchasing the Property in 2014 We  encountered  an enormous 3

year delay in implementing meaningful agricultural use of the land

through the DLNR's administrative processes.  During that period We

had only been allowed to plant 14 fruit trees.  It is difficult to help the

Commissioners to understand just how difficult the DLNR's permitting

processes are.  Here are just two examples........

 a permit for planting orchard species trees suffered a considerable

delay because We had not described in the application what We

intended to do with the shovel full of dirt that We removed from the

each planting hole,

 another delay was encountered when the DLNR required a second

botanical study for the Property - the DLNR rationalized that 'a bird

may have flown over the grassy field area and dropped a seed of an

endangered plant that may have germinated there' - We explained that

We regularly mowed the grassy field area so it was unlikely that such

a plant existed - none-the-less the DLNR insisted a very costly new

study be conducted by a licensed professional - no special plants were

found.

We also encountered large permit filing fees, significant travel costs to

defend our applications to the DLNR in Oahu.  We encountered

enormous resistance from the DLNR that any land disturbance be

allowed, ie. agricultural uses, and particularly commercial agricultural

land use.  

The DLNR representative directly told us that any commercial use of

Conservation Districted land would be strongly resisted by the DLNR.

The representative advised that commercial use would even require
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public hearings as part of the EA and FONSI approval process and even

then it would be a discretionary approval by the Board of the DLNR with

highly restricted land uses in the form of a written contract.

Late in 2017  We sold one of the 3 TMK lots, that We purchased from the

McCullys because We were not able to secure a firm, formal and legal

approval from the DLNR that our agricultural use of the land would

be/was allowed and We had become time line and financially

exhausted by the DLNR's approval process.  We then turned our focus

away from developing the agricultural use of the land to developing a

residence on the remaining two TMK Lots (this will be described in more

detail subsequently herein). 

In late 2018 We resumed and expanded our agricultural use of the 2 TMK

Lots without securing a Conservation District Use Permit from the DLNR.

Instead the DLNR had issued a vague letter to us which described that

We were allowed to resume the historical use of the Property for

agriculture without any permit being required as an allowed

nonconforming agricultural use.  The DLNR written approval included
that We were allowed to cultivate the soils of the Property right up to
the Coastal "ridge top".

We presently have extensive agricultural plantings of over 70 different

plant fruiting and plant food species (mainly woody orchard plants) on the

Property, ref., Exhibit 41 plant list.  We have also developed a potted

plant nursery and a considerable number of specimen plants from which

propagation scion wood is intended to be harvested for propagation use

and sale.  We did this on the strength of a final letter from the DLNR that
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vaguely allowed the resumption of the agricultural use.  More recently We

have come to believe that the Property was not redistricted from the

Agricultural District to the Conservation District in 1969.

Following our purchase of the Property in 2014 We  first applied for

permits for ....

 14 fruit trees in (2014)

 an area for 10 fruiting bushes (2014)

 a 720 sq. ft. agricultural use storage and processing structure in

(2015)

We lived off island at the time.  Our stay time was limited as We did not

have a residence on the Island.  We quickly recognized the need for a

storage structure for our tractor, tools, fertilizers etc.  Washroom and

toilet facilities also were needed. 

As We have described above these first permits were difficult to achieve.

The delays were considerable.  The Department of Land and Natural

Resources ("DLNR") required significant volumes of paperwork and

studies and application fees.  In one case We even had to fly back to

Hawaii to appear at a BLNR meeting in order to defend our application for

a storage and processing structure as the Office of Conservation and

Coastal Land ("OCCL") had resisted and denied that application for over

a year.  The airline fees, hotel room and meals costs were substantial.

The OCCL resisted that We be allowed a structure on the property in

order that We may store our Kubota tractor, roto- tiller and agricultural

use tools, a toilet facility, a photo voltaic electrical system  and a storage
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and processing area for agricultural produce.  When We asked how We

may appeal the denial We were told, in writing, that the denial was final.

We could not believe that such a request was forever denied.  We did

some HARule sleuthing and decided to try to force the matter before the

Board of Land and Natural Resources (the "BLNR") by appealing directly

to the Chair of the BLNR, Suzanne Case.  Ms. Case allowed the

application to be heard by the BLNR.

Mr. Lemmo, the administrator of the OCCL, represented the OCCL's

position to the BLNR that the permit be denied describing OCCL's

position that 'all We needed was a garden shed typically sold at Home

Depot'.  Our Kubota tractor is a large farm tractor.  It could not possibly fit

in such a structure and anyway We would still lack toilet and washroom

facilities, a produce processing area and other storage on the Property. 

During the proceedings at that BLNR meeting, where our agricultural use

and storage structure was considered and finally approved, the BLNR

representative for Hawaii Island commented our Property qualified for

nonconforming agricultural use under the DLNR HARules.   He was

familiar with the Property.  He had a residence and a farm a short

distance to the north of the Property. 

As We described earlier herein We investigated further and determined

that the Property did qualify for the resumption of non-conforming

agricultural use of the Property, according to the DLNR's HAR 13-5-7

Nonconforming use Rule, without a formal permit or fees being required. 
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§13-5-7 Nonconforming uses and structures. (a) This chapter shall not
prohibit the continuance, or repair and maintenance, of nonconforming
land uses and structures as defined in this chapter.

(emphasis added)

We wrote a letter to the OCCL inquiring regarding how to secure the

DLNR's approval. An OCCL administrative staff person identified that

We would need proof  that the Property had been in agricultural use

before its apparent Conservation Districting in 1969.  In an exchange of

several letters an OCCL administrative staff person finally specified that

pictures and maps were required to be submitted as the specified proof

with an application for the DLNR's approval of the resumption of the

nonconforming agricultural use. 

We returned to the Island in the summer of 2015 and sought out such

proof.   After some sleuthing We secured evidenciary documents, a field

map   and     a letter from the last sugar cane field manager, that the

historical use of the Property was for agriculture, ref., Exhibits 10, John

Cross letter and Exhibit 16 field map, Exhibit 15, 1953 picture of cane

fields.  The documents evidenced that the agricultural use  included the

cultivation of the soils of the Property right up to the top of the coastal

pali.

We exchanged a number of letters with the DLNR for a period
exceeding 3 years in order to bring certainty that such a use is an

"Allowed use" without any formal permit from the DLNR being required.

Despite these attempts We were unable to determine with certainty that

our use of the Property for agriculture was formally allowed by the DLNR.
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Under the LUC's rules the DLNR manages and enforces its own rules.

The State's Auditor General studied this matter and issued a report to the

Governor and the State's administrators where he identified that under

the DLNR's rules the resumption of nonconforming use is not time

limited to a period less than one year as it is in the LUC's HARules....

ref., LUC's on-line file link.....

https://luc.hawaii.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/exhibit-6-Auditors-r
eview-of-DLNRs-Nonconforming-use-Rules.pdf

OCCL's Sam Lemmo also testified to the BLNR that the resumption of a

residence and agricultural use of a property is "Statute allowed".  The

following on-line link is provided of the minutes of that BLNR meeting....

https://luc.hawaii.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/exhibit-17-BLNR-Fe
b-9-2007-K-1-historical-ag-use-OK-Sam-Lemmo.pdf

A formal DLNR Conservation District Use Permit ("CDUP") for

agricultural use does not differentiate between the production of crops for

resale (commercial use) vs. personal agricultural use however the

DLNR's HARules appear to require that if a formal CDUP is requested for

commercial use of Conservation land, it requires a Board approval

which further requires  an Environmental Impact Study, public

hearings and a Finding Of No Significant Impact by the BLNR. 

Alternatively the resumption of "allowed" nonconforming agricultural use

only appears to require a letter of approval from the DLNR for the

resumption of the nonconforming agricultural use.....
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HAR 13-5-6 (d) No land use(s) shall be conducted in the conservation
district unless a permit or approval is first obtained from the
department or board.

(emphasis added)

We recognized the seemed contradiction between the above two cited

rules... HAR 13-5-7's Nonconforming use Rule and HAR 13-5-6 (d).  We

respect the Law and try to manage our activities formally within the Law. 

We determined that a formal "approval" of some sort was needed in

order that We not be fined later for breaking the DLNR's rules.  We

unsuccessfully exchanged letters with the DLNR's OCCL over a 3 year
period in order to establish with certainty and formally that We may

simply develop the agricultural potential of the Property for

nonconforming agricultural use which We identified to the DLNR included

the sale of agricultural produce.

The following describes our investments in the agricultural use of the

Property..........We built a 720 sq. ft. agricultural use storage and

processing structure that is accessory to the agricultural use of the

Property late in 2015.  The structure cost in excess of $70,000.00.  We

have also  invested heavily towards our agricultural use of the Property

which investments also include a $40,000.00 farm tractor and a roto-tiller

attachment and miscellaneous tools etc.. 

We applied for and formally joined the Hakalau farmers market.  We

began selling agricultural produce in 2020 but suspended sales when We

realized that the commercial agricultural use of the Property may be

illegal due the Property's apparent Conservation District zoning and the
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DLNR's vague letter that appeared to approve that We may use Property

for nonconforming agricultural use.

We also sought SMA approval from the County that the resumption of the

agricultural use of the Property also conformed to the County's

administrative rules.  Within a period of just a few weeks the County

issued its SMA approval, ref., Exhibit 21.  Comparatively the DLNR's

approval process took over 3 years and uncertainty remained.

The next several pages contain 3 final letters, or relevant portions thereof,

that were exchanged between us and the OCCL in seeking approval for

the resumption of the agricultural use of the Property.  A great many more

letters, emails and telephone conversations exist.  In the end We

proceeded and began a substantial agricultural operation on the Property

in 2018 believing that the DLNR had, in a sort of way, "approved".  The

expanded agricultural operation included some 70 species and cultivars

of orchard plantings and various other crops and cultivated soil areas,

ref., Exhibit 41 plant list. 

Around that time We also filed Petition A18-805 with the LUC to rezone

the Property into the Agricultural District due to the frustrations in dealing

with the DLNR's OCCL and it seemed a logical outcome as We had

established a substantial personal and financial investment in and

commitment to the agricultural use of the Property. 

After expanding the agricultural use of the Property We began sales of

agricultural produce at the market in 2020.  Most of the orchard species
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were juvenile and had only recently began substantial production of fruit

at that time. 

During the early period of the Petitioner's sales of farm produce at the

farmers market two local Conservation districted land owners described

to us that We really needed to be certain that our nonconforming use was

formally allowed by the DLNR because they had been heavily fined by

the DLNR for unpermitted uses of their land. 

We went back and re-examined our DLNR correspondence file.  We

realized that uncertainty remained.  We stopped selling our fruit at the

local market and abandoned our cultivated area of 300 pineapple plants. 

Because We did not want to risk heavy fines from the DLNR for

commercial agricultural use of our Property.  We no longer sold the fruit

but any fruit that was surplus to our needs We left it to rot on the ground

and/or composted it. We intend to resume sales of produce if the LUC

approves our Petition DR21-72.

The following pages contain certain pertinent correspondence from the

DLNR that caused us to believe that the DLNR had approved the

agricultural use of the Property............
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  ....................

The balance of this letter was dealing with other matters so it is not

copied here.  Note the date "December 27, 2016"   and    also the

underlined text is clear.  The letter does not describe that the DLNR  had

determined that our non-conforming agricultural use of our Property had

been allowed but rather that We had made the determination.  This

resulted that We again wrote to the DLNR which copy, which is dated

"January 27, 2017" is next found below (over one year had expired since

the above letter).  At this point We had written several letters asking that

the DLNR clearly and specifically issue a letter of approval that We may

legally use our land for agriculture without any formal CDUP being

required....
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(emphasis added)

The following attachment, a field map, was sent with that letter..............
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The relevant portion of the DLNR response follows next below.  Please
note item 5 on the letter's page 2 and that all of my questions remained
unanswered as had usually been the case for almost 3 years............
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..........................
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Following this letter, from Mr. Lemmo, We did not seek further

clarification from the DLNR.  It was very obvious that such an effort would

be futile.  The letter effectively described that the DLNR had previously
"approved"

1. our agricultural use of the Property,
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2. the cultivation of the Property's soils right up to the coastal cliff.

The only previous formal approval from the DLNR was that We may grow

sugar cane.  Many of the questions that We had asked in our January 4,

2017 letter (copied above) remained unanswered or vaguely replied to.

We were even more suspicious because the letter was only copied to the

"Chairperson" and not to the State or County of Hawaii Planning

Department.  Normally past correspondence from the DLNR  to us

regarding nonconforming agricultural use was widely circulated  by the

DLNR including  to the County of Hawaii Planning Department and to the

BLNR's County of Hawaii representative.

Our suspicions grew deeper later when We delivered a copy of this letter

to the County Planning Department where We asked that it be inserted

into our file.  On another visit to the County We observed the letter in our

Property file.  Several weeks later We visited the County Planning

Department where We again asked to see our property file for other

reasons.  Mysteriously the letter was no longer in the file.  We

subsequently returned with another copy of the letter and asked that it be

inserted into the file.  We do not know whether the letter was inserted into

the Property file.

We first applied to the LUC to rezone the Property from the Conservation

District to the Agricultural District in 2018.  Then, in 2021, We discovered

that the Property was never zoned into the Conservation District in 1969.

When We first applied to rezone it We filed an EA with that application.

There was not a single community letter posted by anyone that stated any

concern, in fact the only letter was from the State Office of Planning
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that recommended that the Commission approve the redistricting.

Thereafter the Commission issued a FONSI late in 2020.  The

Commission's FONSI can be found in the on-line link...............

https://luc.hawaii.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/A18-805_Church_O
EQC-Transmittal_Ltr_FEA-FONSI_11-12-2020.pdf

Among other things during the LUC's September 8, 2021 Hearing for the

Petition several Commissioners suggested that......

 We knew the Property was zoned Conservation when We purchased it

- in fact We knew that it appeared to be Conservation zoned

 why not proceed with our Petition DR18-805 instead of DR21-72

- it would be irrelevant if the Property was never zoned Conservation in

the first place,

 that it would have been relevant to the Commission's considerations if

We had a sales tax license,

- We did not realize that a sales tax avoidance provision existed,  by

the time that We realized this our major investments were behind us,

therefore if DR21-72 is allowed by the Commission We will seek such

a license.

Thereafter the Commissioners questions often vacillated into areas that

would be particular to a petition for a District Boundary Ammendment

rather than an examination of the factual situation that existed in 1969
regarding the Declatory Order that was applied for.
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New evidence is also provided in this Motion for Reconsideration that the

Property was in agricultual use in 1969.  The Petition already had a

number of Exhibits which provide Hard Evidence that the Property had a

long history of agricultural use...............

Exhibit 10, a 2015 letter from the former field manager, John Cross,

Exhibit 16, an undated field map,

Exhibit 22, 1905 field map,

Exhibit 29, 1992 field map and 1952 photograph of the Property's cane

field.

The new evidence is found in a professional consultant's study and

report regarding the Property.  The Consultant's study and reporet are

already a LUC file which can be found at this link.........

https://luc.hawaii.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/exhibit-2-2005-06-2

3-HA-FEA-CONSERVATION-LANDS.to_.ag_.pdf

see next pages for text copies of relevant sections of the consultants

report...............
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Source LUC Petition A18-805, its exhibit 2's Appendix C cover page,

(empasis added)
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and next from page 13 of LUC Petition A18-805, exhibit 2's Appendix C

Emphasis added

The Consultant's report is dated 2004.  The above text further evidences

that Robert Reichtman, Ph. D. described

"For the last 100 years, however, the area has been utilized for

sugar cane cultivation".

That 100 year period would have included 1969 when the Commission

redistricted lands 'that were not in agricultural use into the

Conservation District'.  The portion of the Property that extended makai

from the top of the Coastal cliff i.e. the "ridge top" was the area of the

Property that was not in agricultural use in 1969.


